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Cross-Layer Virtual Observers for Embedded
Multiprocessor System-On-Chip (MPSoC)
Santanu Sarma, Nikil Dutt, and Nalini Venkatasubramanian

Abstract—There is a growing concern about the increasing
vulnerability of future computing systems to errors in the
underlying hardware due to manufacturing process variability,
exponentially increasing power dissipation and heating, as well
as drastic and harsh environments such systems may have to
operate in. This research proposes the concept of cross-layer
virtual observers and actuations with the aim of achieving
improved reliability, performance, thermal stability, and reduced
power and energy consumption applied across different layers
of system stack. Cross-layer resilient systems, which distribute
the responsibility for tolerating errors, device variation, and
aging across the system stack, have the potential to provide
the resilience required to implement reliable, high-performance,
low-power systems in future fabrication processes at signicantly
lower cost. By using redundant, complementary, or more timely
information from multiple sensors at different layers, virtual
observers can provide more reliable and accurate information,
specific inferences, context, and conditions as well as accurate
assessment of the surrounding environment, while identifying
malfunction and dangers (e.g thermal overheating or hotspot)
in diverse kind of system including emerging Cyber-physical
and Multiprocessor system-on-chips (MPSoCs). Virtual observer
enabled self-awareness allows a system to observe it’s own
internal behaviors as well as external systems it interacts with
such that it is capable of making judicious decision to optimize
performance and other quality of service (QoS) metrics. With
the ability to discover potential present action and predict future
actions as well as evaluate past actions and behaviors, these
computer systems will be capable of adapting their behavior and
resources to automatically find the best way to accomplish a given
goal despite changing environmental conditions and demands. We
demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of these concepts
specifically overcoming the vulnerabilities introduced by faults
and process variability using two case studies: one using virtual
observer to estimate temperature of unmeasured core and the
other to predict the failure rate of the unmeasured core using
the estimated temperature using concepts drawn from embedded
multiprocessor systems on a single chip (MPSoC) respectively.
Index Terms—Reflective Middleware, Cross-Layer Design
Approach, Observers, Estimators, Multi-Processor Systems-onChip, Cyber Physical Systems.

I. I NTRODUCTION

F

UTURE computing systems, from Warehouse size computers

to many/multi-core processors, shares a growing concern about
the increasing vulnerability to errors in the underlying hardware
due to manufacturing process variations [3], [12]and other types of
faults[2] at various levels of abstraction. To understand and characterize these effects, risk, as well as dangers, extremely expensive test
structures or sensors must be deployed (both in temporal and spatial
dimensions) at multiple points. However, due to severe resource
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constraints, placement restrictions, complex machinery, and inaccessibility, often physical deployment of sensors and test structures to
characterize and validate system behaviors, properties and parameters
(e.g. fault behaviors, manufacturing process variation parameters), is
often not possible with in an reasonable cost [20].
In this paper, we argue/conjecture that novel approaches are
required to support scalable design and reliable execution of multicore
embedded MPSoC systems. Specifically, we aim to show how a
reflective approach enables resilient systems at both the infrastructure
and application levels for multicore embedded systems Our proposed
design philosophy has two key elements:
• Cross-layer design of embedded MPSoC systems that encompasses needs and constraints from multiple levels of the
execution and system stack
• A reflective (observe-analyze-adapt) architecture embodied via
closed loop control cycle in the system that observes application
and the underlying complex embedded architecture,projects
potential future errors and adapts the system to meet application
needs and architectural constraints.
We propose such a design framework with cross-layer observations
and actuations that enable adaptation across different layers of the
system stack with the aim of achieving improved reliability,
performance, thermal stability, and reduced power and energy
consumption. We illustrate the value of the proposed design philosophy via a detailed case study from emerging nanoscale multicore
processor system-on- chips (MPSoCs) executing over a broad range
of synthetic workloads. We demonstrate how the ability to adapt execution at various layers can overcome the vulnerabilities introduced
by faults and process variability activate efficient operating points
and consequently more resilient system execution.
Cross-layer Design: As discussed earlier, accurate parameter
observation at system levels is expensive and inefficient. We propose
techniques to physically and virtually observe a range of immeasurable parameters at different points in the system stack. A key
novelty of our approach is that we aim to develop techniques to
expand limited physical observations by using software "sensors" as
opposed to a pure physical or hardware based approach. We believe
that such hardware-software techniques for observation is a powerful
solution that combines information from a set of homogenous or
heterogenous sensors to compute an abstract measurement placed at
same or different abstract layers (cross-layers) of the system stack. A
key benefit of such an approach is to enable individual system stacks
being made self-aware, an ability to observer their own behavior
and make judicious decisions, while optimize performance and other
quality of service (QoS) metrics by evaluating present beneficial
actions and discovering or predicting potential future actions. These
ability enables the systems to adapt their behavior and resources to
automatically find the best way to accomplish a given goal despite
changing environmental conditions and demands. It also enables the
distribution of responsibility for tolerating errors, device variation,
and aging across the system stack, with the potential to provide
the resilience required to implement reliable, high-performance, lowpower systems in future fabrication processes at signicantly lower
cost.
Reflective Middleware Approach: We argue that the middleware
layer is the appropriate level at which to implement the crosslayer architecture due to its ability to interface with intra-system
components (onboard processors, sensors, memory, storage, network)
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as well as devices, networks and applications external to the MPSoC
in the overall distributed ecosystem. The designed middleware must
be capable of observing multiple factors and adapting system execution intelligently to address the reliability needs and challenges.
Along these lines, we explore the design of a Reflective Middleware
Architecture that enables
• efficient and effective observation of architectural factors (thermal properties, power consumption) and variabilities through
limited onboard sensing, observation of application activity
behavior
• analysis of observed cross-layer features to estimate projected
system and application behavior both spatially (across the
embedded multicore platform) and temporally.
• software controlled adaptation of multiple layers to ensure realtime needs of applications while optimizing the thermal/power
distributions in the underlying MPSoC .
In other words, the reflective middleware layer observes crosslayer features of the multicore platform, projects/analyses the current
behavior to determine future (potentially problematic) situations and
adapts multiple system layers to improve overall resilience and
performance of the execution. To lend focus to our work, the case
study in this paper focuses on the intra-system observation and
adaptation (within the MPSoC); however, we see much potential for
our approach as the number of devices, networks and applications
scale. This is indeed the direction of our current and future work.
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a generic processing (or an aggregating function), set of output data
types obtained by processing the inputs, and the processing rate or
frequency of aggregation operation. We apply the notion of virtual
observation at different layers of system stack of computing system
as shown in Fig. 1.
One key advantage of the virtual observation technique using the
cross-layer approach is that the most common source of sensing errors
due to sensor calibration can be reduced or intelligently eliminated
by consensus among several sensors. In addition to masking or
virtualizing the data sources to the intended users [13], the virtual
observers provide added advantage of reusability across different
platforms and cores. In most general cases, different techniques
such as estimation (e.g. non-parametric Weiner filter, parametric
recursive least square RLS , Kalman filter), feature extractions and
classifications (e.g. k-means clustering), inference methods, as well as
artificial intelligence techniques including neural networks and fuzzy
schemes can be adopted in the design and composition of the virtual
sensors. The combination of these techniques that are often adopted
to fuse information from different sensors are referred to as sensor
fusion in literature [11] and is depicted in Fig. 2. A specific example
illustrating virtual observation principle is shown in Fig.3 and Fig.
4. We illustrate the the concept with concrete example in section III.

II. A R EFLECTIVE C ROSS -L AYER D ESIGN F RAMEWORK
FOR E MBEDDED MPS O C
Computational reflection embodies the principles of selfawareness, i.e. the ability of the system to observe it’s own internal
behaviors as well as external systems it interacts with such that it
is capable of making judicious decision that optimize performance
and other quality of service (QoS) metrics ( e.g., energy and power
consumption, temperature, system reliability and resilience etc.).
The concept of self-awareness is not new to hardware; it has been
extensively developed in classical adaptive control systems [15] as
well as variants of autonomous computing [9], invasive computing
[18], evolvable and adaptive hardware [14] in a cross-layer design
framework.
The cross-layer design paradigm proposed in this research is
based on the classical control centric notion of feedback loops the observe-decide-act nature of this loop meshes with with the
reflective middleware approach described earlier. In the following
section, we illustrate the importance of cross-layer observations, how
to obtain such observations in a cost-effective manner and use them
to design adaptations (or interventions) to support resilient execution
of applications in embedded MPSoC platforms.
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Figure 1. Cross-layer virtual sensing and actuation at different layers of
system stack. Dotted line portion indicates reflective middleware.

A. Efficient Cross-Layer Virtual Observation
As discussed earlier, accurate hardware-based monitoring of each
parameter of interest in a cross-layer systems (e.g. temperature on
each core of a multicore system, failure rate of each architectural
component) is expensive and sometimes infeasible. Redundant, complementary, or more timely information from multiple sensors can
provide more reliable and accurate information, specific inferences,
context, and conditions as well as accurate assessment of the surrounding environment, threats and dangers including malfunction.
In our approach, effective observation is achieved through a
hierarchical composition of hardware and software entities at multiple
layers; this approach allows us to extrapolate physical measurements
from one region to corresponding values in another region; it allows
us to calculate immeasurable parameters using software functions.
Such virtual observation entities, aka virtual observers, provide
indirect measurement of abstract conditions, contexts, inferences or
estimates by processing (e.g. combining, aggregating, or predicting)
sensed data from either a set of homogeneous or heterogenous
sensors. A virtual observer is specified by a set of input data types,

Figure 2.

Virtual observer data fusion.

B. Exploiting Cross-Layer Virtual Observation to Achieve
Cross-Layer Resilience
There is a growing concern about the increasing vulnerability
of future computing systems to errors in the underlying hardware.
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Table I
E XAMPLES OF V IRTUAL /P HYSICAL S ENSING AND ACTUATIONS AT D IFFERENT L AYERS OF S YSTEM S TACK
Layer
Device/Circuit
Hardware Architecture
Network/Bus Communication
Operating System
Application

Virtual Observation/Sensor
Temperature; Circuit Delay; Aging
Cache Misses; IPC; CPI; MLP
Bandwidth; Packet Utility; Congestion
System Utilization, Peripheral States
Workload; Power Consumption

Type
SC
SH
SN
SO
SA

Virtual/Actuation
VFS, DVFS, Adaptive Body Biasing, Multi-gate thresholds
Cache Sizing; Reconfiguration
Adaptive Routing; Dynamic Bandwidth Allocation
Task Allocation/Migration; Scheduling
Loop perforation; Algorithmic choice; Obfuscation

Type
AC
AH
AN
AO
AA

cost and demonstrate that this technique can significantly improve
system performance by enabling close to best-case design instead of
traditional worst-case design.

III. C ASE S TUDY: T UNING /E STIMATING MPS O C
T HERMAL , D ELAY, AND FAILURE P ROPERTIES
Figure 3.
Example of virtual observer concept where two sensors are
physically placed (red) and two are virtually constructed (using observers
or estimators).

Traditional hardware redundancy techniques are expensive for designing energy-efficient systems that are resilient to high error rates.
Implementing reliability within a single layer can simplify system
architecture and design; however, this severely limits opportunities
for optimized operation of the overall system. In contrast, cross-layer
resilient systems, which distribute the responsibility for tolerating
errors, device variation, and aging across the system stack, have the
potential to provide the resilience required to implement reliable,
high-performance, low-power systems in future fabrication processes
at signicantly lower cost [4]. These systems can implement lessfrequent resilience tasks in software to save power and chip area,
can tune their reliability guarantees to the need of applications, and
can use the information available at each level in the system stack to
optimize performance and power consumption.
In this paper, we view resilience as a set of cross-layer tasks
that systems must perform in order to detect and tolerate errors
and variation. The detection of errors (current or future) is aided
by the underlying hardware observation capabilities of the system
(e.g. a few temperature sensors on the multicore chipset). We use
the dynamical relationship of the thermal dissipation phenomena is
a chip as modeled using a equivalent RC network [16] and exploit
that dynamical relationship to compute states that are directly not
measured by a sensor. Temperature of the chip significantly effect
the failure rate of the chip and with out the ability to observe the
unmeasured temperature will result either failure oblivious suboptimal operation or a greater danger of reduced mean time to failure
(MTTF).
Virtual observation can also enable the prediction of circuit failures
in MPSOC systems. Here, circuit failure prediction prognosticate the
occurrence of a circuit failure before errors actually appear in system
data and states. This is in contrast to classical error detection where a
failure is detected after errors appear in system data and states. Circuit
failure prediction is performed during system operation by analyzing
the data collected by sensors inserted at various locations inside a
chip. The same concept is extended to hardware architecture layer,
where it is opportunistically applied to components that impact the
system operation most. Agarwal et al. [1] demonstrate this concept
of circuit failure prediction for a dominant PMOS aging mechanism
induced by Negative Bias Temperature Instability (NBTI). NBTIinduced PMOS aging slows down PMOS transistors over time. As
a result, the speed of a chip can significantly degrade over time and
can result in delay faults. The traditional practice is to incorporate
worst-case speed margins to prevent delay faults during system
operation due to NBTI aging. This circuit level sensing integrated
inside a flip-flop enables efficient circuit failure prediction at a low

This section illustrates the concept of cross-layer virtual observers
with two specific examples and simulations. We consider the case
of estimating the unmeasured temperature of many/multi-core systems using measurements from few sensors. In the second case we
estimate/ compute the dynamic variations in circuit delay (and an
indicator of eventual failure) as well as the mean time to failure
(MTTF) (and as an guage for the failure rate) with dynamic variations
in temperature, voltage and frequency (DVFS), as well as other crosslayer parameters.

A. Virtual Observation of Temperature and Thermal Profile
Prediction
Virtual observation of temperature presented in this example is
based on the principles of state estimation [15] and widely popular
a discrete Kalman filter [21] in control system literature that uses a
state space model of the thermal dissipation as in Hotspot [17], [16]
and Wang et al. [19] at block and core level granularity, respectively.
Using an analogy from electrical networks, HotSpot represents the
thermal characteristics and interactions between various thermal
blocks as an RC network, with power inputs modeled as current
sources, while heat spreading and storing capacities modeled through
resistors and capacitances respectively. The thermal dissipation model
as in Wang et al [19], [17], [16] describes the temperature dynamics
using a linear time-invariant (LTI) model as function of input power
or operating frequency as:
T[k + 1] = At T[k] + Bt P[k]

(1)

where
At ,Bt
are
system
matrices
generated
by
the
HotSpot
or
estimated
on-line,
T[k], P[k]
=


P1 [k] P2 [k] ... Pn−1 [k] Pn [k]
are the temperature
and power consumption vector at the kth time instant respectively.
The measurement of the temperature states is given by
Tm [k] = Ct T[k] + W[k]

(2)

where Tm [k] is the measured output, W[k] is the measurement
noise, and Ct is the measurement matrix in the measurement equation
(2).
Total active power Pj consumed by a core j is sum of the dynamic
power PACj and the leakage power (also know as static power) PDCj
for a given supply voltage VDj and consumes no power when power
gated or in sleep mode i.e. VDj is zero. Thus,
Pj = PACj + PDCj = Ai .Fj .VD2j + PDCj

(3)

where Ai is the circuit activity (or activity factor) when executing
the application ai on processor pj , Fj is the operating frequency,
and VDj is the supply voltage. The leakage power is assumed to
be constant with in the sampling time (between two consecutive
samples). Thus, the power consumption of a core, when the supply
voltage and circuit activity is constant, can be represented as [19]
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Pj = Kj .F + Cj

(4)

On the other hand, if the core is operated with fixed supply voltage
and frequency (without DVFS), the power consumption is mainly
influenced by the circuit activity (or activity factor) of the executing
application. Often, application exhibits phased behaviors [7] or different execution modes where the activity factor changes with time
resulting in the following power relationship:

Pj = Kj .Ai + Cj

(5)

We remove the constant in (5) by taking difference between two
successive samples as in [19] to obtain a state equation relating the
change in temperature with change in application activity as:
∆T[k] = Af ∆T[k − 1] + Bf ∆Ai [k − 1]

(6)

where 4Ai [k − 1] is the change in the activity between successive
samples. We construct now a Kalman Filter similar to the one
presented in [21] but with the difference that the temperature are
estimated for change in the activity instead of power to emphasize
cross-layer approach. As the activity changes in the cores, the
temperatures varies according to the dynamics in (6). Fig. 5 shows
an example with two cores, with a sensor based measurement of
the core-1 and that of the virtually observed temperature at core-2
estimated by the the Kalman Filter.

threshold voltage [5], the delay model is modified to reflect the
temperature dependence as [10]
delay = τ = KD

Block diagram representation of virtual sensing scheme.

(7)

where KD is technology specific constant,µ = 1.19, and λ = 1.2
are empirical constants for 65-nm technology[10].
The circuit delay prediction as above can be used to define a yield
function such a way that the circuit delay beyond a threshed value in
any critical path would result in a failure. With the ability to virtually
observe conditions of each core /block, the failure of each core/ block
can quickly be predicted to take corrective steps and avoid such
failures. Beside, the delay prediction can be combined with the mean
time to failure (MTTF) of the circuit blocks to achieve a consistent
and reliable prediction. The mean time to failure (MTTF) of metal
wire interconnects in chips when subjected to electromigration [8]
follows an exponential relationship with temperature as in (8)


1
Ac
Ea
M T T FEM =
= KEM . n .exp
(8)
λEM
J
k.T
where λEM is the failure rate due to electromigration, KEM is a
technology dependent constant, Ac is the cross-sectional area, J is
the current density, n is the scaling factor usually (1.1 to 2), Ea is the
activation energy , k is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute
temperature in degree Kelvin. The current density of the core J can
be related to the switching activity of the line as [6]:
J = KJ

Figure 4.

VD T µ
(VD − VT H )λ

CVDj
.Fj .Ai
WH

(9)

where Kj is constant, C, W, and H are the capacitance, thickness,
and width of the line respectively.
By estimating the temperature of the unmeasured core ( or block),
we predict the MTTF and the failure rate of the core as shown in
Fig. 7. The predicted values enables to take proactive and corrective actions in a closed loop using suitable adaptation and control
techniques [15] as discussed in the next section.

C. Closed-Loop Adaptation and Control

Figure 5. Estimation of the unmeasured temperature of the core 2 from the
measured temperature of core 1 while filtering the measurement noise.

B. System Reliability Prediction
The relationship between the circuit delay, threshold voltage and
supply voltage is related by the alpha power law [10]. However, as
temperature effects circuit delay by effecting carrier mobility and

The adaptation is key part of the reflective middleware which can
be achieved by classical controller like proportional (P), proportionalintegral (PI), and proportional-integral-derivative (PID) as used in
Skadron at el [17], [16] to control the temperature of the cores. In
this classical temperature control approach, a reference temperature
for each core is defined (that is with in the safe limit) and the error
signal between the desired reference and the predicted temperature
is fed in to the classical controller to compute an actuation signal
(in terms of change in supply voltage and operating frequency as
in dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS)) to reduce and
compensate the error between the desired reference and the predicted
temperature as depicted in Fig.(8). The DVFS changes the power
consumption of the core which directly control the core temperature
as described by the dynamics in (1). In our specific example case
study, the controller output controls the chip activity to compensate
for the error, for instance, by reducing the frame rate in video and
multimedia processing, or by migrating relatively hot tasks to colder
cores and vice versa. As shown in (3) power consumed can be
controlled by the supply voltage, operating frequency, as well the
chip activity, all the three control knobs are orthogonal to each other
and applied simultaneously to achieve aggressive results. The same
approach is extended for the control of circuit delay and failure rate.
It may be noted that the current density J in (9) ( and hence switching
activity) has similar impact on the failure rate ( and MTTF) as that of
the temperature. Consequently, the control of the switching activity
would be an equally effective control mechanism as that of the
temperature for controlling the failure rate due to electromigration.
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Impact of supply voltage and temperature variations in circuit delay.

IV. C ONCLUSION
Increasing error, variation, and aging rates in semiconductor systems are making it more and more costly to tolerate all of the
possible non-ideal device behaviors in one or two layers of the
system stack. Distributing resilience and reliability across the system
stack can improve performance and reduce power and area costs by
taking advantage of the strengths of each layer and exploiting the
characteristics of individual applications. In this research, we propose
a design framework with cross-layer virtual sensing and actuations
that enable adaptation across different system stacks with the aim of
achieving improved reliability, performance, thermal stability, while
reducing power and energy consumption. We demonstrate the effectiveness and applicability of these concepts specifically overcoming
the vulnerabilities introduced by faults and process variability using
two case studies: one using virtual observer to estimate temperature
of unmeasured core and the other to predict the failure rate of
the cores using the estimated temperature using concepts drawn
from embedded multiprocessor systems on a single chip (MPSoC)
respectively.
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